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A photograph clicked is more than just a

captured moment; it is a memory

preserved forever.
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-- The approach towards lifestyle and

intimate events has changed and every

wedding or pre-wedding is

photographed and posted on social

media platforms for everyone to view

and rejoice. So, everything that is

uploaded needs to be appealing and

trendy. In the same way, pre-wedding

photography trends evolve regularly, to

bring forth trends that will break the glass ceiling.  In the past few years, when it comes to

predicting COVID and its bizarre restrictions, the wedding arrangement has become increasingly

creative, propping new trends.  

The future will be all about breaking the ground rules of what should be done and doing what

you truly love. Nivedita Ghosh, a prominent pre-wedding photographer in Bangalore, highlights

that couples opt for non-traditional ceremonies, intimate weddings, off-beat wedding venues,

and breaking awkward traditions. They are doing things that resonate with them instead of what

'society' expects them to do. So, below is a compiled overview of some of these trends that will

be the highlights in the coming days. 

Authentic And Genuine 

Wedding photography is the documentation of an extraordinary day. The best wedding

photographers no longer prefer artificial and staged poses. Yes, there is a place for it all. The

posing has not disappeared completely, but are intermixed with vivid reportage-style photos that

reveal the actual festivity of life with everything that belongs to it - perfect and awkward wedding

moments, moments of surprise, tears of joy.   

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://niveditaghosh.com/


Captured Personalized Details 

The smaller the wedding, the more it is possible to invest in high-quality and aesthetically

pleasing details, which is like icing on the cake for the wedding photographer. In most cases, a

large part of the finances in big wedding parties must be directed to catering and

accommodation for guests. In that case, a more intimate wedding is an excellent opportunity to

spend these expenses on decorations and accessories - precisely the ones that meet your

expectations. 

Artistic Minimalism 

Unique details are highlighted, leaving the rest of the image blurred or blurring the whole photo

while applying artistic minimalism. Presenting the wedding photo with an ascetic creative vision,

which makes the collage of photographs arranged in the wedding photo album especially

aesthetically pleasing, and creates a magical day feeling without overloading the photo.   

Straight Up from The Pages of a Magazine 

Brides who pay extra attention to fine details and invest a bunch of effort and time in choosing a

pretty wedding dress, matching shoes, elegant accessories, and customized decorations will

rejoice in the tendency to assemble elegant photos of all these details, as from the pages of a

fashion magazine.   

There are numerous benefits to arranging a pre-wedding photoshoot. It's an ideal way to ensure

the vision of the potential wedding photographer matches the taste while making friends and

letting the photographer get to know the couple better. This, in turn, will make the wedding day

photos much easier & more natural for the couple, revealing the true self, as the couple will feel

more familiar in front of the camera, than while working with a wedding photographer for the

first time. "A photograph clicked is more than just a captured moment; it is a memory preserved

forever”. Pre-wedding shoots are an excellent way for couples to familiarize themselves with the

photographer before the wedding festivities commence. These serve as the perfect means of

capturing milestones right from the beginning, believes Nivedita Ghosh, a well-known pre-

wedding photographer in Mumbai.  

About Nivedita Ghosh 

Photography is Nivedita's way of expressing her ideas for others to see and perceive. There is no

way to deny that time flies by, but if there is anything that can freeze a moment in time, it is a

picture. She captures the moments celebrating the love and togetherness between couples on

occasions such as pre-weddings, weddings, anniversaries, and many others. Nivedita Ghosh also

captures memories of your journey, the emotions and the essence of the person in front of the

camera to construct lasting yet subtle portraits. She also specializes in food and beverage

photography, and maternity/baby shoots.
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